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Abstract 
Uni- and bidirectional l inear growth processes arise from a Poisson point process on 
R x [0, <)  with intensity measure / x d [where / = Lebesgue measure) in a certain way'. The? 
can be used to model how "growth" is initiated at random times from random points on the line 
and from each point proceeds at constant speed in one or both directions. Each finite interval 
will be completely "overgrown" after an a.s. finite time, a time which equals the maximum of 
a linear growth process on the interwd. We give here, using the coupling version of the 
Stein Chen method, an upper bound for the total variation distance between the distribution 
of the number  of excursions above a threshold z for a linear growth process in an interwd of 
finite length L, and a Poisson distribution. "['he bound tends to 0 as L and z grow to • in 
a proper fashion. The general results are then applied to two specific examples. 
Ke.vwords: Poisson point process; Linear growth process: Number of excursions: Stein Chen 
method: Coupling; Total variation distance; Poisson convergence 
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1. Introduction 
A unidirectional linear growth process (the name is provisional) can be described in 
the following way: consider a Poisson point process ~ in the upper half plane 
R "< [0. ;c) with an intensity measure H = / x A, where / is the Lebesgue measure on R. 
and A is any Borel measure on [-0, z,) which is locally finite (i.e., bounded sets have 
finite measure) and for which A([0, ~.:,)) > 0. (For simplicity, we will denote A([0, y]) 
wilEh A(yt.) With every point (x~,3'~) of the process (they are countably many a.s.I wc 
associate a function.l}: R --+ [0, ~.c,], detined by 
f ~v if x < xi, 
Yi + (x - xi) if.,c>~.vi. 
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The associated unidirectional linear growth process of 4, henceforth denoted {N(x); 
x E R}, is then defined as 
def 
U (x) = inf { fi(x); i e Z+}. 
N is obviously a.s. right-continuous; ee the solid curve in Fig. 1 for a possible 
realization. It can be used to model inear growth in the following sense: regarding the 
x axis as an axis of"space" and the y axis as an axis of"time", the x and y coordinates 
of each point of the point process ~ can be interpreted, respectively, as a point of 
initialization, from where a "growth" will start, and the initialization time when this 
start of growth occurs. After each such initialization, the growth proceeds in one 
direction (to the right) along the x axis at constant speed (taken to be 1, with no loss of 
generality). 
The associated bidirectional linear growth process of ~ is defined in the same way 
as the unidirectional process above, except that the functions fi are now chosen 
to be 
y i -2 (x -x i )  if x<x i ,  
f l(x)= yi + 2(x--  xi) i f x>x i .  
The corresponding process {N(x); x e R} then becomes continuous a.s. (see Fig. 2). 
The points of the point process may still be interpreted as points on the x axis where, 
at random times, "growth" is initialized, but here the growth proceeds in both 
directions. 
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Fig. 1. Solid curve: N (unidirectional linear growth process associated with 3). Dashed and solid curve: 
N z (unidirectional linear growth process associated with ~z). Dotted and solid curve: b7 (unidirectional 
linear growth process associated with ~'). Dotted, dashed and solid curve: .g= (unidirectional linear growth 
process associated with ~). 
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Fig. 2. Bidirectional linear growth process associated with ¢. 
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For both these processes, an arbitrary fixed interval (0, L] of the x axis will after an 
a.s. finite time be completely covered by the totality of overgrown subintervals 
resulting from different initialization points. It is natural to consider the stochastic 
"time to complete coverage" of(0, L], henceforth denoted r1., which is easily seen to be 
equal to the maximum of the process N on the interval (0, L]. This makes the number 
of excursions of N above z in (0, L] ( = the number of components of the part of (0, L] 
which is not yet overgrown at time z) an interesting object of study, and it is to this 
quantity that the present paper, which is a shortened version of a Licentiate Thesis 
(Erhardsson, 1995), is devoted. 
Earlier papers where these or similar processes have been studied include: Vander- 
bei and Shepp (1988), Cowan et al. (1995), and. most recently and thoroughly, Holst 
et al. (1996). Examples of possible applications of the model (for details~ see the papers 
mentioned and the references therein) are: the duplication of a strand of DNA, the 
formation and growth of one-dimensional crystals, and the release of neurotransmit- 
ter at neuromuscular synapses. 
Among the theoretical results, we find in Vanderbei and Shepp (1988) the following 
important observation: given a Poisson process ~ and a bidirectional linear 
growth process N, and applying to the upper half plane a so-called "shear" trans- 
formation T : R x [0, ~)  -+ R x [0, ~'_), defined by T(x, y) = (x + y/2, y), a new Poisson 
point process with the same intensity measure will be induced in the upper half plane, 
and from the process N will be induced a unidirectional linear growth process. 
This idea may be used to derive properties of a bidirectional process from those of 
a unidirectional process. Furthermore, in all these papers we are given asymptotic 
expressions for P(rL ~< z) as L and z grow to -~, but these results are proven only 
for particular choices of A, and they are purely asymptotic, i.e., no rates of convergence 
are given. 
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In this paper, under a mild assumption on A, we give an upper bound for the total 
variation distance between the distribution of the number of excursions above a level 
z of the uni- and bidirectional processes in the interval (0, L], and a Poisson distribu- 
tion. It will be shown that this bound tends to 0 as z and L grow to m. Thus, we extend 
the earlier results in more than one respect. 
Our  most important ool will be the Ste in -Chen method for Poisson approximation. 
The theorems relevant for our purposes are given as propositions in Section 2. In 
Section 3 the main result is stated and proven for the unidirectional process; we give 
first, however, an account of the ideas underlying the method of proof. It is also 
remarked that the main result holds for the bidirectional process as well, as can be 
shown using the "shear" transformation idea. In Section 4 we study two concrete 
examples in some detail. Section 5, finally, contains numerical evaluations of the total 
variation distance bounds computed in Section 4. 
2. The Stein-Chen method and coupling 
The Stein Chen method is a technique to get an upper bound of the total variation 
distance between two probabil ity measures. A detailed reference on the method, 
especially combined with couplin 9 and in the context of Poisson approximation, is the 
book by Barbour et al. (1992). We will in this paper use three propositions, the proofs 
of which can be found partly in Sections 2.1 2.2 of that book, partly in Ch. II, Section 
2 of Liggett (1985). 
Throughout the section, let {I i ; i=  1 .... ,n} be n possibly dependent indicator 
variables satisfying E(I i)  = pi. Let also W = ~7= 1 I~ and m = E(W)  = y~_ 1 pi. Fur- 
thermore, in all what follows we will use the following notation: 5D(X) will denote the 
distribution of a random variable X; Po(fl) and Po(f i)( '  ) will both denote the Poisson 
distribution with mean fi; and dwv(-,.) will denote the total variation distance 
between two probabil ity measures, in the following sense: 
dTv(5(~(W), Po(fl)) = sup J P (W ~ A) - Po(fi)(A)l. 
A 
Definition 2.1. By a couplin 9 of two probability measures Yl and L¢~2 we mean 
a common probability space on which random variables are defined whose marginal 
distributions are ~ and cJ2 respectively. (In particular, thus, there also exists 
a simultaneous distribution.) 
Proposition 2.1. Suppose that, fi)r each i t  {1 . . . . .  n}, there exists a coupliny of  the two 
distributions d ( l j ; j  = 1 . . . . .  n[ Ii = 1) and ~( I j ; j  = 1 . . . . .  n), i.e., a probabil ity space on 
which two sets o f  random variables {J i . i ; j  = I , . . . ,  n} and [K j . i ; j  = 1 . . . . .  n} are defined 
which satiL~f)': 
5P( J j . i ; j  = 1 . . . . .  n) = ~( I i ; j  = 1 . . . . .  n i l  = 1), 
~(K j ,~;  .j = 1 .... , ,7) = ~(l. i;  j = ! . . . . .  n). 
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Suppose also that these couplings are monotone increasing j(br each i ~ I1 . . . . .  n I, i.e., 
that Jj.~ >i Ki.~ a.s. ~r  each i ~ I1 . . . . .  n} and each j ~ f~ l . . . . .  i - l, i  + 1 . . . . .  hi. It then 
hohis that 
dvv(S(W) ,Po(m))< l - -e - " (  " )  
- -  Var (W) - -m+2 y, p~ . 
n'/ i=  1 / 
(2.1) 
P roo f  (sketch). (For  detai ls see the references). For  any f ie  (0, ,~) and A c N, there 
exists a funct ion g = glr.,~: N ~ R which satisfies the so-cal led Stein equation: 
IA( j )  Po( f l ) (A)  = f ig( j  + 1) -- jg(. j),  V j  c N. 
Fur thermore .  it can be shown that  
sup sup Ig/~.A(j + 1) - gl,,4(j)l <~ - - - -  
A j ~_ N [ J  
1 - -e  /¢ 
We therefore get 
dTv(~J(W), Po(m)) = sup IP (W c A) - Po(m)(A) l  
A 
" 1))  = sup ~ p,(E(g.,.A(W + 1)) - E(.q,,,...a(W)ll~ 
A i=1 
t#7 i = 1 j = i 
~< - Var (W) -m+2 p . 
m i = 
Definit ion 2.2. A col lect ion of random var iables [Xi;  = 1 . . . . .  n} are said to be 
associated if the FKG inequality is satisfied, mean ing  that  i f / ' :  R ~ --+ R and .q : R" -* R 
are bounded and increas ing in every argument ,  then 
E( f (X~ .. . .  ,X,) ,q(X~ . . . . .  X , ) )  >~ E( f (Xx  . . . .  ,X , ) )E (g (X~ . . . . .  X,)) .  
An immediate  consequence of this def in i t ion is that  if {Xi; i = 1 . . . . .  n~ are a col lec- 
t ion of assoc iated random var iab les  and if {f , :  R" ~ R; i = 1 . . . . .  m} are increasing in 
every argument ,  then the random var iables [ [ ) (Xl  . . . . .  X.); i=  I . . . . .  m~ are also 
associated.  
Propos i t ion 2.2. Independent random variables are associated. 
Propos i t ion 2.3. For associated indicator variables, monotone increasing couplin~ls as in 
Proposition 2.1 exist for each i c { 1 . . . . .  n}. 
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3. The unidirectional linear growth process 
3.1. Ideas and fundamental results 
Let, as in the Introduction, ~be a Poisson point process in the upper half plane with 
intensity measure 1x A, and let {N(x); x e R} be the associated unidirectional linear 
growth process. By an excursion above a level z of the process N in the interval (0, L] 
we mean an open interval (a, b) e R such that N(a) <~ z and N(b) <<. z but N(x) > z for 
x ~ (a,b), and such that (a,b)c~(O,L] ¢ O. Defining S(z,L) as the total number of such 
excursions, we aim to find, for each fl > 0 and each large enough interval ength L, 
a level function zl¢,L and an upper bound CI~.L such that 
dxv(~(S(z/~,L, L)), Po(/~)) ~< C,,L, 
and such that C/j,L = o(1) as L ~ oo. 
We start by defining W(z, L) as the number of downcrossings of N through a level 
z > 0 in the interval (0, L]: 
W(z,L) ae=f #{x; N(x --) > z, N(x) <~ z, x e (0, L]}. 
(Note that downcrossings of N only take place at points of discontinuity of N.) Also, 
each excursion of N above z is terminated by a downcrossing through z, so W (z, L) in 
fact counts the number of excursion terminations ofN in (0, L]. This is almost equal to 
S(z, L), except hat the latter quantity counts the last excursion above z also when this 
excursion does not terminate in (0, L]. However, using the triangle inequality, we have 
dTV(~C~(S(z , L)), Po(fl)) ~< dTv(~(S(z , L)), ~(W(z ,  L))) 
+ dTv(~(W(z, L)), Po(¢/)), 
where the two terms on the right-hand side will be treated separately. 
W (z, L) can be written as a sum of (a stochastic number of) indicator variables, in the 
following way: let ~z be the point process consisting of all the points of ¢ which fall 
into the strip R x [0,z], let {N~(x); x e R} be the associated unidirectional linear 
growth process of Cz (see Fig. 1), and let WZ(z, L) be the number of downcrossings of
N z through the level z in the interval (0,L]. We easily see that WZ(z,L) = W(z,L), 
since the downcrossings through z of the two processes N ~ and N take place at the 
same points. Furthermore, let us number the points of ~, as {(X[, Y[); i e Z\{0} }, 
according to the signs and the order of the sizes of their x coordinates ( ee Fig. 1). We 
also define {~Z(x); x e [0, oo)} by 
• ~(x) ~o=r ¢((0,x] x E0,z]); 
as is well-known, q~ is a Poisson counting process on the nonnegative half-line with 
intensity A(z). The quantities {Y[; i e Z \  {0} } will be independent random variables, 
each with support on [-0,z] and distribution function Fr~(y)= A(y)/A(z), y c [0, z], 
which are also independent of {q~(x); x e [0, oo)}. (A short proof of this is given in 
Appendix A in Erhardsson (1995).) 
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We now define indicator variables {I,; i • Z + } as follows: 
I fd¢~I{N(Xf - - )>z} =I{N=(XT- )>z} ,  i eZ  + 
This definition is consistent, since the events {N(X[ - )  > z] and {N~(X[ - )  > z} are 
identical. It is clear that we may write 
qS=(LI 
W(z,C)= W=(~,L)= }2 i,, 
i -1  
since the downcrossings of N(x) (and N=(x)) through z in the interval (0, L] only take 
place at the points [X[;  i •  Z +} and only if N(X[ - )  > z (and N:(X[ - )  > z). 
Theorem 3.1.1. The indicator variables [I[;  i • Z + } are associated (and thus, accordinq 
to Proposition 2.3, monotone increasing couplinqs exist). 
Proof. The key to the proof  is the important observation that the variables 
{Nz(X, - ) :  i •  Z + } satisfy the following recursion: 
Nz(X'+ 1 - - )  = min(N=(X, - ) ,  Y')  + (X,+, - X[), i • Z +. (3.1.1) 
From this it follows by repeated substitutions that {N:(X, - ) ;  i e Z + } are all increas- 
ing functions of the independent variables {Y,; i • Z + }, IX[+ 1 - -  X~;  i • g + I and 
N=(X~-) .  Proposit ion 2.2 and the definition of association now tells us that 
{N=(X, - ) ;  i eZ  +} are associated. Since {1[; i •  Z +} are in their turn increasing 
functions of the {N~(X[ - ) ;  i •  Z + }, they will also be associated. [] 
This result is indeed important;  it tells us that the upper bound (2.1) holds withoul 
demanding of us to construct explicit monotone couplings, a task which it is not 
obvious how to carry out in this situation. However, the following problems remain: 
(1) The quantity W(z,L)= v ~L~ If is a sum of a stochastic number of indicator a.- i - -  1 
variables. This means that the Ste in-Chen theory, requiring a fixed deterministic 
number of indicators, cannot be directly applied. 
(2) We may get even more information from the recursion (3.1.1). Since the 
variables f z. ~ = ~Yi, ieZ+}, Xi+l - X[ : ie  Z+}andN~(X~-)area l l independent ,  i talso 
tells us that {N=(X[ --); i e Z + } is a Markov chain with state space [0, col. The chain is 
time-homogeneous, since {Yf; i e Z + } are identically distributed and {X[+ 1 - X=: 
i e Z + } are identically (exp(1/A(z))) distributed. However, it is not stationary, since 
(e.g.) the one-dimensional distributions of {N=(Xf - ) ;  i e Z + } are not identical, which 
can be seen by a simple calculation (cf. Theorem 3.1.3 below). We would have 
preferred this Markov  chain to be stationary, since this would have made the 
computat ion of the bound (2.1) and the choice of the level function zi~,L simpler. 
In order to deal with these difficulties, we introduce some auxiliary quantities. 
Define ~ as the point process ~ with the added extra point (X~, Y~), where Xo -- 0 and 
Yf~ is a random variable independent of { taking its values in [0, z] with distribution 
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function Fy:(y) = A(y)/A(z), y e [0, z]. Let {N(x); x e R} be the associated unidirec- 
tional linear growth process of ~ (see Fig. 1), and let ff/(z,L) denote the number of 
downcrossings of N through the level z in the interval (0, L]. 
Furthermore, similar to what was done earlier, let ~z be the point process consisting 
of all the points of ~ which fall into the strip R x [0, z]. This means that ~z is equal to ~ 
with the added extra point (X~, Y~). Let also {N~(x); x ~ R} be the associated 
unidirectional linear growth process of ~'~ (see Fig. 1). We define indicator variables 
{)'~; i e 2+} as follows: 
I"T d¢~ l{~(XZ --) > z} = I{NZ(X7 --) > z}, i~ Z +, 
and we also write 
c~(L) 
I~(z,L) ~ ~~ = I i . 
i=1 
Theorem 3.1.2. The indicator variables {I'~-~; i ~ Z +} are associated (and thus, monotone 
increasing couplings exist). 
Proof. The variables {/Vz(XZ-); i~Z +} also satisfy the recursion (3.1.1), so the 
indicators {I~; i e Z ÷ } are associated for the same reason as {IZ; i e Z + } in Theorem 
3.1.1. [] 
Theorem 3.1.3. {Nz(X T -); i 6 Z +} is a stationary Markov chain, with one-dimensional 
distributions given by 
t f] A(y)dv F(u)=P(NZ(XT- )<~u)= 1 -e  ~, uE[O,z], 
ff A(v)dy (u z)A(z) 
1-e  " , u~[z ,~) .  
Proof. As before, since {37z(X{-); i~ Z +} also satisfy the recursion (3.1.1), it is 
a time-homogeneous Markov chain with state space [0, ~). This time, however, as 
a result of the extra point (X~, Y~) added to ( in the definition of ~', (3.1.1) holds not 
only for i ~ Z + but for i ~ Z. (Note that the difference X~ - X~- 1 is not exp(1/A(z)) but 
F(2, 1/A(z)) distributed; this is the famous "waiting-time paradox" of the Poisson 
process on R.) 
Thus, to prove that {37z(X7-); i~ Z +} is stationary with the given one-dimen- 
sional distributions, we need only show that the variables 3~z(X~ - )  and Nz(XZ 1 - )  
both have this distribution. This is not too difficult: the event {Nz(X~ - )  > u} is equal 
to the event hat the triangle To = {(x,y); -u  ~< x < 0, 0 ~< y ~< x + u} contains none 
of the points of the point process ~z. If u e [0, z], the probability of this event can be 
written: 
f0 u e .IT, d(mx A) A(u + x)dx .Q A(y)dy. =e ~ =e 
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ifu ~ [z, .~c), we define the triangle T'o = {(x,y); - (u  - z) ~< x < 0, z ~< y ~< x + u ~, and 
write the probability as 
i dim×A) ,tfzlldx e . . ,  =e  - ,,"l("+~)d~-. <,, : ,( 'm'+~ 
_ -e  ill <" ' " :>  
Similarly, the event {Nz(XZ 1 --) > III is equal to the event that the triangle T ~ -- 
~(x,y); XL~ -- u ~< x < XL~, 0 < .v <~ x -- XL1 + u} contains none of the points of 
the point process ~-". But this event is independent of the variable XL~, so by 
conditioning on XL~ we get the same result as before. [] 
As a consequence of Theorem 3.1.3, the indicators {/f; i eZ  +} in their turn 
constitute a stationary sequence. We finally define 
ft~.(4,q L )t] [L,l!_-I] 
vi:,L! d~ y~ i~= y~ i.. 
i=1 i -1  
which equals I47(z, L), except that the random variable 4~:(L) has been substituted 
with the integer part of its expectation. Not only is the quantity V(z.L) a sum of 
a deterministic number of indicator variables which are associated and a stationary 
sequence, but there is also reason to hope that it does not deviate too much from 
l~tz, L). This, in turn, should not be too different from W(z, L), since the cause of this 
difference is just the extra point (X~, Y~). Summing up, using the triangle inequality 
again we get 
NTv(,H'(W (z, LI), Po(fi)) ~< dTv( J2tW (z, L)), ,~(Ig" tz, L))) 
+ dTv(S(lg'(z, L)), ~P(V(z, L))) 
+ dvv(HqV(z,L)), Po(fil). (3.1.2} 
and the three terms on the right-hand side will be bounded separately. 
How, then, should the level function z/~,c be chosen in order to make the sum of 
these upper bounds o(1) as L --+ ore? If we want to apply the upper bound (2.1t to the 
last term on the right-hand side in (3.1.2). we are strictly speaking compelled to choose 
zl~ .~. so that 
E(V(zl;,s_, L)) = [LA(zl;.c)]" E(Y2"") = [LAlzs~,c)]" P(N(X~ --) > z/¢,t .)
= [LA(zii,,.) ]e l<, .llv d v = ft. 
However, it is more aesthetical to choose zi~,L so that 
- I -L / l (~, . , . ) ]  .=.> ~l (~;~te  f . i  " ">d' i; [LA(zl;.S.)]e f"'AIy)d.v_ fi LA(zl;.D - L" (3.1.3) 
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for large enough L, and to use for the third time the triangle inequality to get 
/ [LA(zl~,L)] ~ 
d-rv(~(V(Zl~'L'L))'P°(/3)) <" d'fv (Sf(V(za'r'L))'P°~/3 ~ J )  
, 
where the two terms on the right-hand side may be bounded separately. 
We note that the function h: [0, oo) ~ [0, h~up] (where h~v = sup{h(z): z e [0, oo)}), 
c ~ 
defined by h(z) A(z)e J0A(y)dY " = , IS everywhere continuous except for possible jumps 
upwards (and everywhere right-continuous). Therefore, tf the condition holds that 
l im~ h(z) = 0, then there exists a (not necessarily unique) level function zt~,L that 
satisfies (3.1.3) for L > [3/h~ v. This condition will hold in the main theorem (Theorem 
3.2.1) below. We also note that, in this case, we may always choose z~,c so that 
l imL~ z~,c = oo (one possible such choice is ze, L = sup{t: h(t) = L}). 
3.2. Main theorem and proof 
With notation as before, define the following quantities: 
def ~ A(z) = A(x)dx, H(z) def = zA(z) e -~), 
de__=r f ]  (A(z) - A(z - x))e IA(~)-~(z-~l)dx. G(z) 
Also, define as in the last part of Section 3.1, if possible, the level function zp, L for/3 > 0 
and L >/3/hs,p (where hsuv = sup{A(z)e -~tz): z ~ [0, oo)}) through the equation 
t fl, L)*" ~g,  
and such that limL~ 0o zr~, L = oo. For  reasons of notational simplicity we finally define 
clef n~,L = LA(za, L). 
Theorem 3.2.1. Suppose that the condition limz~oo G(z) = 0 is satisfied. Then it also 
holds that limz~oo H(z) = O. Furthermore, we have, for L >/3/hsu p and L > z~,L (or 
equivalently H(z~,L) </3; this holds for large enough L), 
d-rv(~CP(X(zp, L,L)), Po(fl)) ~< 2(1 - e-¢E""L]'~"L) G(z/s.L) +nB, L 
2/3(1 + 1/[n/~,L]) t',~l 3/3 
+ 3H(z/j, L) + x/2n[O,  J -~-~-- L- + --'n~, L (3.2.1) 
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Remark 3.2.1. In Erhardsson (1995), Section 3,3, sufficient conditions are given (not 
very restrictive) on A for l im~o G(z) = 0 to hold. (These include e.g. the case where 
A is bounded.) Also in that subsection is stated and proven a slight generalization of 
Theorem 3.2.1, with the fixed fl replaced by b(L), where b:[0,  3c)--+ R is a function 
satisfying limL_ ~ b(L) = ft. Furthermore, as mentioned in the Introduction, it can be 
shown using the "shear" transformation idea that Theorem 3.2.1 holds for the 
associated bidirectional linear growth process as well. This is done in Erhardsson 
(1995, Section 4). 
Remark 3.2.2. Using Theorem 3.2.1 and the coupling idea of Lemma 3.2.4 below, 
it is not difficult to show that (under the conditions of Theorem 3.2.1) the 
finite-dimensional distributions of the point process of downcrossings of the process 
{N(xL); x ~ R} converge to the finite-dimensional distributions of a Poisson point 
process on R with constant intensity fi, as L --+ 7~,. Therefore, under these conditions 
we have weak convergence of point processes in the sense of e.g. Daley and Vere-Jones 
(1988). 
Proof of Theorem 3.2.1. That l im~ ~ O(z) = 0 implies lim=~ ~ H(z) = 0 is easily seen 
from the following inequalities: 
£7 (A(z) - A(z -- x))e- la i : i - ' t ' :  ~!!dx ~> e AI:I (A(z)-- A(z -- x))dx ) 
>~ zA(z)e - ' l -- ' -  A(z)e ~l:~ 
and the observation that A (z) is increasing to ;o. 
Furthermore, lim~_~ H(z) = 0 implies that lira A(z)e ,~¢--i :_ 0, so as in the last 
part of Section 3.1 we have that Z~,L exists and may be chosen so that limt, ..... z/, ;, = x ,  
ensuring that H(z/~,L) < fi holds for large enough L. 
We now use, in the manner explained and motivated in Section 3.1, the triangle 
inequality and the auxiliary quantities defined there. This gives us that the left-hand 
side in (3.2.1) is bounded by a sum of five terms: 
dT¥(S(S(zI~,L, L)), PO(/~)) 
<~ dvv(•(S(z,,L, L)), S(W(zl¢,L, L))) + dvv(Et'(W(z/~. L, L)t, 2,~(1/17(z/~,, Lt)) 
/ [ni~;] 
\ \ ni~,L i}  
+ po, , ) 
Each of these terms can be bounded separately (see Lemmas 3.2.1 3.2.5 following this 
proof), and the sum of the bounds is equal to the right-hand side in (3.2.1). []  
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Lemma 3.2,1. 
dTV(LX(V(zi',L'L))'P°@ [ni''~])] <~ t // - e-f'~"'"J""")(G(z/~'t) + n~;~)" 
Proof. Elementary calculations give 
/ P;;,.~. ] ) 
Var(V(z;~.c,C)) = Var (  ~.. I~ :~" 
k ;=!  
) .) ). 
\ \  i= l  \ ;=1 
/ [n~,~] [n;;.L] [0.£] \ 
=E t E I~:""+ E E 17""I~ '~ 
;=1 i=1 j= l  
j,~i 
nl~,t } 
[,,~.,.J De ,.] ( [n l ; . L ] )2  
= - -  E(I i  I j  ) - -  ;3 nt~,c / ,  
nl~,L ;=1 j= l  
j ¢ i  
and using this, the upper bound (2.1) and the stationarity of {N~(XT-); i~ Z +} 
proven in Theorem 3.1.3, we get 
dfv(~(V(zl~,L'L))'P°(//[nl~'L]]]nl;, c / /  
1 -- o-llEne.'.]/n~,' / 
<~ ~2- -a -7 - - -  , {Var (V(z~, t ,L ) )  - / / [n / ; , c ]  
pLn¢,cJlnl~,C \ nl~,t. 
[ni¢,r]~ 
+ 2//2__-375 - -
FI I~, L J 
1-e  -/;E''.,-3,''''~ /{,~.,3 E[~.] [n/,,c] ~)2 + 2;32 __75~ 
j#; 
1-e - lO , , , -> , . (2 f " , ,~  
__(f l [r l l~'L]~ _f_ 2fl2 _-ZTg - -  . 
\ nli, C J nll, t J 
(3.2.2) 
We have to find an upper bound for the sum in (3.2.2). We note that {/ff"~'/ ,  = 1} 
equals the intersection between the event {~.L = 1} and the event that none of the 
Xi  , Xi+ 1, . . . ,  X i+k-  1 fall into the triangle T = { (x, y); points with x coordinates ~'~" z,. . .  ~.~.
Xf~-'k - ZI~.L <~ X <~ Xf$'k, 0 <~ y <~ x -- (X[{-'i -- zr~,c)}. These two events are indepen- 
dent. Also, the variable ...... Xi+~- X z"" has the distribution F(k, 1/A(zi~,c) ). Conditional 
on this variable, : . . . . . . . . .  {x;+ 1 ..... . . . ,  -X ;  , X ;+k-1 - -X  z' '} are distributed like the order 
statistic of an independent sample of size k - 1 from the U(O, X[)~ - Xf f " )  distribu- 
tion, while {yz~.,., .~.,. • . . ,Y ;+k-~} are of course conditionally independent. Thus, 
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conditioning on X~+k -- X~ (and separating the two cases Xi+~ - XF '  <~ z/;.~ and 
zfl L 
X~+~ - XF '  > zt~.c) we get the fol lowing: 
E(I~:" ' l . : : 'k ,= E(~- ' " " )x ( i ]~"  (1 A(z,~.L_~ x)~(1A(z/~.,.) ] f£ (1 /'(z';* -- V)~d") ~ ' ~ :1"  ] " 
x A(zl~ c)kx k -  ~ e ~ :"' 
' (~, - 1~)?. dx 
f_[~ ( l f~( (  A{z , ,c~3, ) ,d ,~ k - '  . . . .  k.k ,e ":,..," ) 
+ 1 A(z , ,L )  ) 3 )  / ' l : / , . , J  .x (k -  1t[ d.\ t 
l~O ~~ 
fi (A(z, .L  I -- d (z , .L  -- x))(A(z,.~.)x - (A(z,.~} 
lift, L 
- -  a (z /~,  - -  x ) ) )  k I ____  dx  
" ~k - 1)~ 
fz "x e ltzl~ ~ )'; ) + A(zI;,L)(AIzl;.~) x _ A(Z/;.L))k 1 .... ~k ~ ~v. dx  
fi + 
lift, L 
(3.2.3) 
where we used the fact that 
; { d(zl¢.t. - v)dy == d(zj¢,a) -- A(zj~.r. - -x )  if 0 ~< x ~< zj~.~., 
) ~ A(z,.c) if z/~,L ~< x. 
We begin by examining the second of these terms. Using that 
xPe-Xdx= - - a  r ie-", aeR,  peN,  
, i=0 (P - i)! 
a result which can be proven e.g. by repeated partial integrations, we get (after making 
" / the substitution A(zl~,L)x -- A(,I~,L = t) 
.J~ ...... =e  ,Jl .... _ _1  f'~ tk_ le_ ,d  t 
=e ~, 1 .... 1 k-~i ~- l ) !  
(k - 1)------5 (k i 
x (A(z , . ,3z , .L  -- d (z , .D)  k -  ~ -~e ~':~ ...... +'~ :"' 
e A(z~'t')zJ~'LeA zl~l zl¢t 'llzIJ~ ~ e -A  :~ t ~ f i  
lift. L 
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which gives 
[na.L] -- 1 ( f l  x)2 [n:,L] -- 1 
2 Z ([na, L] -- k)~. .c f  ..... ~< 2 Z 
k = i n:~, L \nil, L /  k = 1 
([nfl, L] -- k) ~ (fl [14fi'L] L / 
This term is equal to the middle term on the right-hand side of (3.2.2) with reversed 
sign, so they cancel each other out. 
Turning our attention to the f i rst  term in (3.2.3), we have 
[na.L] 1 fi 
2 E ( [n/ : , r ] -k)  J~'~'" 
k-  1 Hfl, L 
Hfl, L k = 1 
~0 ¢'L 
= 2fl [n/~,L] (A(z~,D - A(Z~,L -- x)) 
nfl, L 
[n#.L] 1 e A(z~.Dx 
(A (z , ,~)x  - ~(z , ,~)  + ~(z/,,L - x))  ~-~ (k - 1)~-T dx 
k=l  
~< 2/3 [n/3,L] :~:'~ (A(Z¢,L) -- A(Z¢,L - x)) e ~(z~)X- ~l~-'~l +A( .... - ~}e -A~z,~}x dx  
nfl, L 
~ p.L = 2fl [n/:,L] (A(z/~,L) -- A(z/¢,L -- x))e-I~Iz~")-~I'~"L-Y))dx 
tlfi, L 
= 2fl [n,,L] G(z/¢,L). [] 
nfl, L 
Lemma 3.2.2. 
/ / [n/~,L]'~, po fl 
dTv(P° [ f l~t~,L  j (" ) )  ~< --'n:~, L 
Proof. According to Theorem 1.C and Remark 1.1.4 in Barbour et al. (1992), we have 
~<min(fl,,,~) 1 . [] 
17fl, L
Lemma 3.2.3. 
a~v(2'(#(z~,L, L)) 2: (V(z , , L ,  L ) ) )  <~ 2H(z~,L) + +--  
~f , ,L ]  rlfl, L" 
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Proof. We get (using the elementary coupling inequality) 
dvv(S(V(z , . t ,  L)), ~(W(zI~,L, L))) 
= sup [E(I{V(z/¢.L,L)~ A} - I{PP(z/,.L,L)~ A})[ 
A 
~< sup E(II{V(zt,.>L) e A} -- I{ IZI/(z/~.L. )e A}I" I ', V(z/,.L, L) ¢- 14 (~/;., .L)', ) 
A 
<~ P(V(zI~,L,L) g= W(z/~,L,L)). 
We treat the two cases V(Z/~.L, L) > I~ (Z/;,L, L) and V(Z/~,L, L) < 14/ (z/~.t., L) separately. 
First we get, by conditioning on the variable 4~:,'L(L) (cf. Section 3.17, 
P( V(z:~. lo, L) > W(z/~,L, L)) 
=e Z ,.:"' > o 
i = (/~:, ,(L) 4 1 
=- ~ P I~-'~' > 0 4'-','.(L) = j  P(cb:,,.'(L) =j)  
j=O \ i= j+ l  
['b,~.] I [ 'b,. ,]  e n~'"tl~, L 
-< Y_. Y. P (E"  > O l 4,.,.tL) =.j) 
j=O i= j+ l  .][ 
tl~ / J [hi,, ] 1 [n~ i.] j e H I ,  g y y -2 .... = P(I;+k > OJ q;-;"(L) =j)  
j=o k=l J! 
We now notice that conditional on -~ qs:,, '(L) = j } the x coordinates {Xf~': i = 1 . . . . .  .j } 
are distributed like the order statistic of an independent sample of size j from the 
U(O,L) distribution (and, of course, independent of the variables X; ' ; '~-  L and 
{ ~'2111. Z(l l, ~i+l - -X~ : i= j+ 1,... ,[n/~.L]--1}, which are conditionally independent and 
t T=, .... identically, (exp(1/A(zl~,L))) distributed). Also, the event t-j+k > 0} equals the event 
_ ~ i - \ -  v ) :  that none of the points of the point process ~" fall into the triangle T =  
Zl~ l Zft. L 21Cl. 
X +k - -  Zfi. L ~ X < X j+k ,  0 ~ y ~ X - -  (X j+ k - -  "~ I -/~.L)j- If we make a second condition- 
ing on the variable -'~" Xi+k -- L (which has the distribution F(k, I /A(%L))), we find that 
the conditional distribution of {X[ ' '  - L; i = j + 1 . . . . . .  j + k - 1 } is the distribution 
of the order statistic of an independent sample of size k - 1 from the U(O, Xi+k:"' - L} 
distribution. Thus, separating the two cases Xi+k L <~ Z/~,L and :~' -- X.i+ k L > z/;.x., 
and using the condition L > z/~.~., we get 
e( I i .k  > OI qo:".'-(C) =j)  
= f,:,,, (1; ( 1 ]dy)k 1 
( l f [ ' (  A(z/~.L:._\---U))du);e_ai:,,,,L,c ~ ,,t~/,.t., (k dx 
, A (z , . , . )  - 1)--i 
+ ...... x 1 ~-Q,,7.) /1 / e Hz ' ; ' ) ' t : (k -1 / l (Z lLL )k (k_  l t~ . .  d-c 
= @-j,k,z~L '~f{ "k 'ze '  ~-~- -2  
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The second term here is exactly the same as j~,z~L in (3.2.3), so we get the same answer 
as there, namely 
Hfl, L 
implying that 
E.~.,.] - i [,.~.,~j -  • . .  e -"~.'n/ i  L 
Z 2 
j -O  k=a J] 
[np.,.] 1 j 
~< /~ e-""' ~ ([n¢,,L]-j) n/''--~ 
nl¢,L j=O J !  
- f i e  ...... [nt~,L ] j~. --nt~,L Z ~.  j 
nI:~,L j=O j=O 
( [n¢.L]-- 1 nfl,LJ - -  [nt,.t.] 2H#,L ~ 
~f l  e - [ " " " ]  [ni~.c] ~,  j !  [nI,. L ]  Z 
<~ [n/~,~] j=o  j=o  J! } 
1 [np.L] 
= fie-["""] n#~'ffl <~ fie ["~"] n/~,L 
([n/~,L ] -- 1)! [n/~,L]! 
l[n~.,.J " nfl L \[np.L] )[n~.L] : fie_b,~M [n/,,c J (~ j )  <f l ( l+ l / [n /~,a]  
where we in the last inequality made use of a version of Stirling's formula which can he 
found e.g. in Feller (1962, Section I1(9.8)). For  the first term, we get 
[.~.,.~ - i [ . , . , j  - ,  JYi k'='" e -'~"n/~,L 
2 Y, 
j=o  k -1  J! 
[n~. t.] l~Zp.L[np.~ j (  A(ZI],L)__z~(Zfl, L__x ) )k -1  
= E | - - - - -  y=o Jo k=1 A(z/~,L)x 
( 0 e ~ lift, L x 1 A(zl~,L--x Jxk_ 1 k e A(zI~'L) . . . . . . . . Y - -  A(zI¢,L ) x (k 1)! j! dx nil, L 
A(zl~,L)e-~("' -" ' -  ~ e ~( . . . . .  ) 1 - - -  
j=O RILL J J! 
<~ A~zl, [LLI w]° A(2p.J.I--n~L eA(Z~, , -x l+ne, , .  --A(Z~.L XIdx = H(ZI~,L)" 
We now treat the second case, namely V(Z¢,L,L) < Ig'(zt3,L,L). We get, by condi- 
tioning on ~b~'-(L) in the same way as for the first case, 
P(V(z/~,L, L) < I~/(zt,,L, L)) 
=P S I'~~ > 0 
i = [n¢,~,] + 1 
J--[nt~'L] e ..... H/I, L 
<~ P(I[,.,,.~] +k > O[ (b~"'-(L) = j) 
j [hal  ] / ' + 1 k = 1 J! 
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Just as before it holds that, conditional on {4~:,'(L)=.j}, the x coordinates IX;" ' ;  
i = 1 .. . . . .  j} are distributed like the order statistic of an independent sample of size 
.j from the U(0, L) distribution, and that the event ['[~,'i/,l + ~, > 01 equals the event that 
none of the points of the point process ~ fall into the triangle T = [!x.y); 
X~,,,~,3.~ zlJ.z.<---x <X~i l ; " , .~+k,O<<,y<- -x - (X~i , . ; ' ,3~k-z / j .~)~.Th is t ime.  however ,  we 
make a second conditioning on the variable (1/LtXu,,~,I' :"' ~ A, which, as is well-known, 
has the distribution [J([n/j.L] + k , j  + 1 -- [n/j.L] -- k). Conditional on this wlriable. 
~LX~" ' : i  = 1 . . . . .  [n/j.L ] + k - 11 are distributed like the order statistic of an indepen- 
dent sample of size [n/j. L] + k - 1 from the U(0. X(;II,', ~ + J,) distribution (and indepen- 
dent of the variables [X : '~/ ; i~  N}). This way, we get 
P(I~,,, ,3 + J< > O I ~b:,' ' - ( L )  = j )  
.,, ') ) 
× e "--' .... z~,-i F(,I + 1) 
F([n/j,L ] + I~)F(j + I [n/j.,~] -- k) 
×xl",;,,]+k l ( l - -x) J  [",,,.l-Xdx 
f: ( ;,( - , ,  1 1 L, A ( z/j, I. __ + ~x 1 ]dv  ...... L ,~-z/j,~) / " / 
,c(.i + 1) 
F( [n /~.1 . ]  + k)F ( j  + 1 - -  [nl~ L ]  - k t  
= ...... .  + .¢?:,'.'-. 
XF",,,I+k ~{l_x) i  t,,,,,l Ad. \- 
As usual, we begin with the second term. We will use that 
ft, (X -- a)P(1  - -  x}qdx 
s, p!q! 
= ~ (b - -  a )  p i(1 - -  b} q" 1 +i 0 < I[I < b < 1, 
i=o  (P  - -  i)!(q + 1 + i)! 
a result which can be proved by e.g. repeated partial integrations. We get 
' 2 
j~ 
([nij, c ] + k -- 1)!(j -- [n / j . z . ]  - k ) !  
f= 1 Q Zi('Z[J'L)X~ [nss'']-ikl 
× x - -  (1 - .'c) i [ , , , , , l - kdx  
a s'L tIILL ,] 
j~ 
([n/~,~] + k -  1)! ( j -  [ni~,L] -k ) !  
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[np,g]+k--  1 
× Z 
i=0  
([n~,L] + k -- 1)!(j -- [n/~,L] -- k)! 
<.(, 0 
nfl, L / 
<.(, 
([n/~,L] + k -- 1 -- i ) ! ( j  -- [na, L] -- k + 1 + i)! 
A (z~,__L)~ L'",~ + 
! 
rl fl, L / 
A(Zfl, L) ~ n''L fl <~ e--(A(ZBL)/'n~L)nO'L ~" e--A(z,L) _ 
nil, L /I nil, L 
which implies that 
J - [ ' "~] J~,~.  ~e-'"'~n/'L fl(l + l/[nlS, L])[".~]+ fl 
j = [,,a,,,] + 1 k=l  ~ , L ]  r/fl, L 
by similar calculations as for the second term of the first case (see Erhardsson,  1995). 
Final ly, we study the first term of the second case, for which we get 
JJ l k'z~'L-~- ;P 'UL(1  -- A (Zf l ' L ) - -Z~(Zf l ' L - -Lx) )  L~-x  i (1  A(ZflL--Lx)~~ZL~ / 
([n/~,L] + k -- 1)!(j  -- [riB, L] -- k)! 
x x E""~1 + * - 1(1 - x) j - [.~,J - k dx. 
Here the terms in the double sum are nonnegative, so we may proceed in a similar way 
as for the first term of the first case, with the addit ional  use of Fubini 's  theorem and 
monotone convergence, and get (for details, see Erhardsson,  1995) 
j -- [na, L] ~J 
(t;j,k, Zp, L _na,L fl, L Z °'1 e j! <~ H(Zf,,L ). [] 
j = [nt~,L ] + 1 k = 1 
Lemma 3.2.4. 
dTV(~(W(Z~,L,  L)), 5f(VV(zl~,c, L)))  <~ U(za, c). 
Proof. Again using the elementary coupl ing inequality, we get 
dTv(~( I~(z~,L ,L ) ) ,~(W(z~,L ,L ) ) )  <~ P( I~(z~,L,L)  v ~ W(zI~,L,L)). 
From the definitions it is fairly obvious that 37(x) ~< N(x)  for every x ~ R, and also that 
I/V(za, z ,L )  <~ W(Za, L, L). Furthermore,  since the two processes will meet (and from 
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there on join each other) at the latest at the first downcrossing after the point z/~.L. 
we get 
{ff/(z/~.,.,L)<W(z,~.L,L)} I*~"~ '~' } I2~" > 0 , 
k=l  
Thus, conditioning on the variable q):~'-(z/~,L) gives 
( " >  ......... 12~> O) ~ " (  ~ 12""> 0 ) P Z : _ _ : j  
= j= l  k=l  
<~ ~ ~ P(I;"' > O] q)-'"'-(Zl,.L) =j)e  :I~ IA[ze I) (Zfl, LA(Z[LI,)) I 
j-~ k-1 J! 
In order to get integral representations forthe conditional probabilities, we proceed in 
the same manner as for the second case of Lemma 3.2.3 (this time making a second 
conditioning on the variable (1/z/~,c)X2"'). In the end, this gives (for details, see 
Erhardsson, 1995) 
~. ~. P(I2'">Oleb:'."(z/,.L)=j)e -~''~'-"' (Z/~'LA(z"L))i~H(z/~,.)" [~ 
.i 1 k-I J! 
Lemma 3.2.5. 
dTv(2J(S(z/~,c,L)), S(W(zI~.L,L))) <~ - -  B 
nil, L " 
Proof. The elementary coupling inequality gives 
dxv(<f(S(zt~.c, L)), 5°(W(zt),c, L))) ~< P(S(zi¢" L, L) :/= W(z/~,c, L)). 
The two quantities are different if and only if the last excursion above z/~,t, of N in 
(0, L] does not also terminate in (0, L]. This event is equal to the event hat none of the 
points of the point process ~ fall into the triangle T = {(x,y); L - Z/~.L <~ X <~ L, 
0 ~ y ~< x -- (L -- z/~.c)}- But as we know, this event has the probability 
P(S(zl~.c,L ) v a W(zI~.L,L) ) = e 'J(:."') = 
fl 
nl~,t." 
© 
4. Two examples 
In this section, we will calculate the level function zl~.L and the total variation 
distance upper bound of Theorem 3.2.1 for two specific choices of the measure A: 
A (x) = 2x (scaled Lebesgue measure), and A (x) = 2(1 - e x/~,) (scaled exp(g) distribu- 
tion). 
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4.1. The first example 
Suppose that A (x) = 2x (where 2 > 0). This measure is infinite, but it is not difficult 
to show that l imz~ G(z) = 0 holds (see Erhardsson (1995), or below). 
We observe that the function h:[0,  ~)--+ [0, hsup] , defined by h(z )= A(z)e -~:1, 
takes the form 
h(z) = A(z) e -a i , /= 2z e -2(z2/2). 
This function is continuous and strictly decreasing for z > 1/~,/2 (since h'(z) < 0 in 
that region), and therefore invertible there. It is easy to see that there exist constants 
0 < Co < cl < oo such that Co lx/lnL < ze, L < Clx /~nL for large enough L (since there 
exist constants 0 < c; < c] < oc such that e - '<  < (,~/fl)ze -;'4~'/2) < e-';':" for large 
enough z). This also implies that co2L lx / inL  < n,,L < Cl 2Lx/ ln  L for large enough L, 
and, since H(z/~,c) = z/~,c(fi/L), that Cofi lx /~/L  < H(Z,,L) < c,f i  lx/inL/L for large 
enough L. 
For the remaining term G(zt~,L), we get 
SO isl" G(z/s,L) = (A(z/~,L) -- A(Zl3,L -- x) )e-~di~.,.)- A<_~,,.-~!) dx 
fo 
j *Z~.L <~ ,~x e ~t~-~ ,,2) - ;.x:e,~ dx 
0 
]c _;.(xzaL/2 ) 
- ). (zls, L /2 )  x e + e o 2(zf~,L/2) " " 
1 
= - -2e  )(Z~'L/2) -~- 2 )~(zl~,L/2 ) (1 e -':{~''/'2)) 
In (nil, L/f i) nil, c 
A similar calculation gives us the following lower bound: 
G(Z/~,L) = (A(z/s,c) -- A(z/¢,c - x))e -I~lZ"'~-~t ..... -x) ldx >~ 2xe  z':~.'~dx 
=--e  ' + 1 1 l fi 2 fi 2 
We conclude that there exist constants 0 < cc~ < c~' < oo such that c~/ lnL  < 
G(zt~,L ) < c] ' / lnL for large enough L. Therefore, at least in this case G(zl~.c) is the 
dominating term in the bound. Furthermore, the bound is O(1/ln L) as L ~ :~, so the 
rate of convergence in this case is not very fast. 
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4.2. The second example 
Suppose that A(x) = 2(1 - e "'"~) (where). > 0,/x > 0). Since this is a finite measure, 
it can be shown that lim=_ .... G(z) = 0 holds (see Erhardsson. 1995). For  A(z) and h(z) 
we have 
A(z) = A(x)dx = 2(1 - e - ' / '}dx  = 2 Ix  + t~e ]o = 2(z + tLe ~ //). 
) 
h(z) = A(z)e '!--~ = 2(1 - e :"l')e ~<:+l,~ -~' .,,i 
h(zl is clearly cont inuous and strictly decreasing for z> .- l~ln(l  + 1/2)./~ .- 
,~/'(1 + 1/2,;402 - 1 ) (since h'(z) < 0 in that region), and therefore invertible there. We 
easily find that there exist constants (} < Co < ca < or such that co In L < z/e.g. < c~ In L 
for large enough L, since there exist constants 0 <c0  < c] < :r such that 
e '"= < (2//7)(1 - e-: '* ')e -~--+~ .. . . .  " '" < e- ' ; ' :  for large enough z; we note here that 
any Co e (0, 1/2) and c~ e (1/2, cc) will work. Similarly, there exist constants 0 < el; < 
c'~ < z. such that ci'~L < n/~.L < c~L for large enough L, and, since H(z/~,~,) = :I,~.[J:L, 
such that co[]lnL/L < H(Zl~,C) < c~[JlnL/L for large enough L. 
As an upper bound for the remaining term, G(z,¢,c), we shall content ourselves with 
(3.3.1) and (3.3.2) from the proof  of Theorem 3.3.1 in Erhardsson (1995), which give (for 
any0<c<J~.0<~< 1 and L such that A((1 ~)z/~.t . )=2(1  -e  t~ ~,,,1>.~;) 
Ill 
/~, x 
G(zi~.t.) = (A(zlj. L ) -- A(zlj, s -- x))e <:,i:, ,, '< . . . .  >'dx 
2 
~< (1 - e : " ' i~ '  - 1 + e (~ ~l:,,L,'~,) + 2(1 -,~)z/¢.le ......... 
~< -c ~)  + 2(1 - :0c~ lnL[--/,L] " 
This bound can be seen to be O(ln L /U  ~(':~°t) as L ~ ,~,, where 0(r,, co) = cco/'(1 + ~:l~), 
since the value of :~ which maximizes min(( l  - :~)co/l~,c~co) is the value that makes 
(I - ~)Co/t~ = ~::~co, i.e., ~ = 1/(l + z/~). Since ~: and c0 may be chosen arbitrari ly close 
to ,:t and 1/2 respectively, the bound is in fact O(ln L/L") for any 0 < 1/(1 + 2t~). 
We note that the total bound in Theorem 3.2.1 is in this example ither O(ln L/L") 
for any 0 < 1/'(1 + Ep), or O(1/x /L ) ,  as L ~ oc, depending on whether 1/(1 + 21t) ~ 
(that is, 2tt >~ 1) or not, so the rate of convergence is faster than in our first example. 
5. Numerical calculations 
We here present results of numerical  evaluations of the upper bound for the total 
var iat ion distance dTv(S(S(zis.L,L)),Po(/7)), given in Theorem 3.2.1, for each of the 
two choices of A treated in Section 4. 
In both cases, f inding zl¢.L given the values of/7, L, ,;. (and #1, amounts to solving the 
equation h(z/~,L) =/7/L, which has a solution provided that L is large enough, We have 
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Table 1 
Total variance distance bounds for the first example (A(z) = z) 
/~ L 
10 100 1000 10 000 100 000 1 000 000 
0.1 0.1731 0.0385 0,0152 0.0094 0.0072 0.0059 
0.25 0.4328 0.0996 0.0393 0.0239 0.0179 0.0146 
0.5 0.8659 0.2018 0.0779 0.0460 0.0338 0.0274 
1 1.7160 0.3966 0.1454 0.0818 0.0583 0.0464 
2 3.3080 0.7410 0.2484 0.1283 0.0870 0.0675 
Table 2 
Total variance distance bounds for the second example (A(z) = 1 - e ~) 
/~ L 
10 1 O0 1000 10 000 1 O0 000 l 000 000 
0.1 0.2722 0.0492 0.0103 0.0026 0.0007 0.0002 
0.25 0.6265 0.1182 0.0254 0.0064 0.0018 0.0006 
0.5 1.1851 0.2313 0.0504 0.0128 0.0037 0.0011 
1 2.2502 0.4550 0.1004 0.0257 0.0073 0.0022 
2 4.2110 0.8891 0.1995 0.0513 0.0147 0.0045 
done this numerically, using Newton-Raphson's  method, iterating until the absolute 
value of the difference between successive values was < 10-12. The integral terms 
G(zt~.L ) were likewise evaluated numerically, using the Matlab procedure QUAD8;  the 
parameter TOL  (= the relative error) was here chosen as 10 12 
For the first example of Section 4, where A(z) = 2z for 2 > 0, choosing 2 = 1, we get 
the values of Table 1. For the second example, where A(z) = 2(1 - e "/") for 2 > 0 
and # > 0, choosing 2 = # = 1, we get the values of Table 2. 
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